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The Olde Kings Arms
Stephen Myers is the Manager at The Olde Kings Arms public house in the Old Town, Hemel Hempstead. It is his responsibility to ensure this grade 2 listed building remains functional, conforms to
health & safety regulations and provides a trouble free clean environment for its customers.
The pub has a regular flow of customers all day every day. The kitchen serves food for six hours each
day which is high demand for such an old building. There are also eight guest rooms and a private flat
within the building, all requiring the best standards of hygiene. Stephen understands that it is vital to
uphold the reputation of the establishment and that any hygiene issues would lead to poor reviews.
Stephen needed a solution for the waste pipe system that could withstand the toll of a busy, daily
flow of customers. Typical problematic areas for the pub were the gent’s urinals and the kitchen
drains which have to manage a high work load. The care taker was regularly using expensive bottles
of chemical drain cleaning solution to unblock minor blockages. The pub also experienced a serious
problem with a severely blocked drain in the ladies toilets which caused a terrible smell that made its
way to the bar area costing several hundred pounds to resolve.
Stephen decided to take advantage of a biological drain cleaning service from BIO-ENZYM Ltd. One of
our specialists attended the establishment and within an hour, application of powerful biological enzymes had been made with minimal disruption to the building. This process is repeated every six months.
Stephen saved the establishment well over 30% on its annual waste pipe system maintenance costs
and even has a solution for all areas of the building, not just those problematic ones. He is now able
to focus on more important issues at the pub safe in the knowledge that the aforementioned problems have been prevented, and in an ecological way. The care taker is now able to spend more time
dealing with other issues this old building produces for him.
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TOTAL

Jet washing.

30% represents a saving
of £ 138.

Blocked pipes.

Biological drain cleaning
service.

Chemical cleaners.

Kitchen sinks fat solution.

£ 538

TOTAL

£ 400

Time
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